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Rossellini’s Cinema of Poetry: Voyage to Italy

JOsePh LUzzi*

Abstract This essay considers the uses of lyric poetry in Roberto Rossellini’s film Voyage to Italy 

(1954), by focusing on Rossellini’s fictitious representation of an expatriate poet based on the 

character Michael Furey from James Joyce’s short story ‘The Dead’ (1914). The argument 

analyses Rossellini’s film in the light of the historical relationship between film and nonnarrative, 

lyric poetry, with specific reference to Pier Paolo Pasolini’s controversial theories on the cinema di 

poesia (cinema of poetry). Overall, the essay aims to show how Voyage to Italy generates rela-

tions between visual and verbal signs to create a ‘cinema of poetry’ that anticipates many of 

Pasolini’s theories on the supposedly nonlinguistic, irrational forms of knowledge beholden to 

film’s capacity to access directly the images of the unconscious and their montage-like modes of 

articulation. The argument also considers three challenges that have historically conditioned the 

relationship between film and lyric poetry—the perceived threats of verbal discourse, ocular 

vision, and causal narrative to ‘poetic’ cinematic representation—in relation to Rossellini’s film.

Keywords adaptation, James Joyce’s ‘The Dead’, Pier Paolo Pasolini’s cinematic poetry, poetry 

in film, Roberto Rossellini’s Voyage to italy.

Though the vast bibliography on Roberto Rossellini contains relatively few items that 
address the issue of  adaptation, his work during the so-called Ingrid Bergman years 
(1949–55) anticipates and synthesizes many of  the era’s debates on film’s interrelations 
with literature. The critical lacuna is not surprising, given Rossellini’s abiding reputa-
tion as a cinematic purist who disdained the shooting script in favour of  ad hoc and 
improvisational techniques.1 Moreover, the legendary debates over adaptation during 
neorealism associated Rossellini’s work with the antiadaptation school organized around 
Cesare Zavattini’s call for ‘story-less’ films in his manifesto ‘Alcune idee sul  
cinema’ (‘Some Ideas on the Cinema’ [1952]), a distillation of  the neorealist principles 
from his collaboration with Vittorio De Sica in films including Sciuscà (Shoeshine [1946]), 
Ladri di biciclette (The Bicycle Thief [1948]), and Umberto D. (1951).2 Any influence by Ros-
sellini here was paradoxical, for he never pronounced on adaptation with the polemical 
edge of  Zavattini and the pro-Giovanni Verga adapters Mario Alicata, Giuseppe De 
Santis, and Luchino Visconti; nor did he dedicate himself  to the philosophical discus-
sions that piqued the interest of  Carlo Lizzani and other young filmmakers whom 
Rossellini helped rally to the neorealist cause. Thus, it was more Rossellini’s works than 
his words that directly and indirectly shaped the approach of  a generation of  film-
makers to adaptation. For example, just one year after Zavattini’s essay, Rossellini’s  
future assistant François Truffaut condemned the adaptive strategies of  the French  
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2 JOsePh LUzzi

‘cinema of  quality’ tradition and promoted instead the highly personal écriture of  such 
works as Robert Bresson’s adaptation in 1951 of  George Bernanos’s novel Journal d’un 
curé de campagne (Diary of  a Country Priest [1936])—a style of  filmmaking that, for many 
directors of  the French New Wave, reached its apotheosis in Rossellini’s Voyage to Italy 
(1954).3

As is typical, the polemics of  Zavattini and Truffaut centred on the adaptation of  the 
novel, whose elements of  characterization, plot, and narration have historically made it 
the most quarried of  all literary genres by filmmakers.4 Despite Zavattini’s incendiary 
remarks, novelistic sources permeated neorealist cinema, which Alberto Asor Rosa de-
scribed as representing a ‘trionfo del narrativo’ (‘triumph of  narrative’).5 Though its 
horizon of  concerns loomed a world apart from these contemporary Italian and 
European debates, an event held in New York in October 1953 illuminates film’s inter-
relations with literature in the light of  the often-overlooked category of  lyric poetry. 
The symposium entitled ‘Poetry and the Film’ questioned the aesthetic principles of  the 
‘poetic’ film, the relation between the verbal and the visual in the arts, and, most quix-
otically of  all, the definition of  poetry and its cinematic equivalents. The event’s partic-
ipants, which included the filmmaker Maya Deren, playwright Arthur Miller, and poet 
Dylan Thomas, produced no clear theoretical agenda or systematic program on poetry’s 
relation to film, but they did provide useful analytical tools and the seeds of  a critical 
vocabulary for approaching this generally ignored problem in the history of  aesthetics.6 
Indeed, the relationship between film and lyric poetry remains one of  the more vexed 
among the sister arts.7 With the notable exception of  works by early pioneers D. W. 
Griffith, Joseph Moncure March, and many artists associated with French Surrealism, 
relatively few poems have been adapted for the screen,8 even though film’s belated ar-
rival vis-à-vis the other arts made it especially appealing to avant-garde poets and artists 
seeking to expand the formal reach of  their respective fields.9 This relative paucity of  
‘poetic adaptations’ applies principally to lyric poetry since dramatic, epic, and narra-
tive poems have served as constant sources for filmmakers going back to the origins of  
cinema. Yet, the fluidity and capaciousness of  the terms involved have created a surplus 
of  theoretical confusion as to just what ‘poetic cinema’ signifies. For Pier Paolo Pasolini, 
the subject’s most influential exponent, the cinema di poesia (cinema of  poetry) meant 
capturing the unfiltered, prelinguistic unconscious of  his characters through the free 
indirect point-of-view shot; for Sergei Eisenstein, the visual rhythms of  montage were 
the equivalent of  metrical verse, a formula that allowed him to discern the  
protocinematic elements in poets including John Milton and Alexander Pushkin; and 
for artists as diverse as Derek Jarman and Stan Brakhage, the lyric film translated into 
a symbol-laden revolt against traditional narrative.10

In the neorealist debates of  the 1940s, the word poesia assumed an elastic web of  
signification inflected by one of  the most influential theorists in the nation’s philosoph-
ical tradition, Benedetto Croce. In their seminal defence of  adaptation, ‘Poesia e  
verità: Verga e il cinema italiano’ (‘Poetry and Truth: Verga and the Italian Cinema’ 
[1941]), Alicata and De Santis disregarded the possibility of  a ‘pure’ cinema divorced 
from predecessor aesthetic forms and claimed instead that the emergence of  film was 
to be understood within the context of  existing literary and artistic tastes. Asor Rosa 
locates the inspiration for the principles subtending Alicata and De Santis’s promotion 
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 Rossellini’s Cinema of Poetry 3

of  a ‘literary’ neorealism in Croce, whose shadow lingers over two of  their claims: 
first, that a work’s poesia is the result of  ‘una ispirazione creatrice superiore a ogni 
pratica distinzione di generi’ (‘a creative inspiration superior to any practical dis-
tinction in genre’); second, that any distinction between lyric, narrative, picturesque, 
and other forms of  cinema is invalid because ‘in tutti questi casi bisognerà sola-
mente parlare di opera d’arte realizzata o di opera d’arte non realizzata, vale a dire 
più semplicemente di poesia e non poesia’ (‘in all these cases, it is necessary to speak 
only of  successfully or unsuccessfully realized works of  art—which is to say, of  po-
etry and non-poetry’).11 By voicing Croce’s controversial definition of  the ‘poetic’ as 
the successful synthesis of  artistic intuition into formal expression, Alicata and  
De Santis use the term poesia as a transcendental category to denote the favourably 
achieved work of  art. Their generic sense of  poetry as heightened artistic expres-
sion and self-contained lyrical perfection, a Crocean saw of  profound impact in the 
history of  modern Italian aesthetics, also informs the unexpected use of  the term by 
Zavattini, a figure generally averse to aesthetic expression not grounded in socio-
economic realties. His suggestively entitled essay ‘Poesia, solo affare del cinema ital-
iano’ (‘Poetry, the Only Obligation of  Italian Cinema’ [1945]) emphasizes the 
cinema’s need for the unbridled imagination. Thus, in the intense dialogues about 
adaptation in the 1940s and early 1950s, in Italy as elsewhere, the word poetry func-
tioned as an empty, verbal vessel filled with whatever its theorists wished (or needed) 
to supply.

Voyage to Italy, a film made around the same time as Truffaut’s remarks and the 
‘Poetry and the Film’ symposium, establishes a unique position with regard to the above 
issues. As this essay aims to show, the film does so by continually citing a make-believe 
poem and incorporating its forms and themes, using this dialogue between the literary 
and the visual image to lodge a critique of  a category in aesthetic and cultural history 
(Romanticism), and generating relations between visual and verbal signs to create a 
‘cinema of  poetry’ that anticipates many of  Pasolini’s theories on the supposedly pre-
grammatical, irrational forms of  knowledge produced by film.12 My argument also con-
siders three challenges that have historically conditioned the relationship between film 
and lyric poetry—the perceived threats of  verbal discourse, ocular vision, and causal 
narrative to ‘poetic’ cinematic representation—in the light of  Rossellini’s film.

Voyage to Italy tells of  an estranged British couple, Alex and Katherine Joyce, who 
travel to Naples from London by car to attend to an inheritance left to them by their 
Uncle Homer, an eccentric expatriate who made Italy his home during World War 
II.13 The trip is the first time, Katherine (Ingrid Bergman) tells Alex (George Sanders), 
that the two have spent a significant period alone together, away from their comfort-
able society life in England. The results are hardly fortunate. They backbite, bicker, 
and upset one another to such a degree that they eventually decide to divorce, only 
then to have an unexpected and ambiguous reconciliation at the conclusion of  the 
film during the Neapolitan religious festival of  San Gennaro. Like the earlier films 
San Francesco, giullare di Dio (The Flowers of  Saint Francis [1950]) and Europa ’51 (1952), 
Voyage to Italy references a range of  literary works that appear and disappear as ran-
domly as the events and nonevents in this deliberately nondramatic, strangely paced 
film.14
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In a break with his films from the mid 1940s, the Rossellini of  the late 1940s and 
1950s drew increasingly on literary sources and worked in collaboration with some of  
the leading authors in European literature, most notably the key figure in the poetry-
film relationship at the time, Jean Cocteau, who wrote the screenplay for Rossellini’s 
Una voce umana (A Human Voice [1947]).15 The most obvious literary debt of  Voyage to Italy 
is to James Joyce’s tale from Dubliners, ‘The Dead’ (1914), which provides the motif  of  a 
tragic young admirer who passionately courts—and, in a sense, dies for—the lead fe-
male character before she settles into the stalemate of  her marriage and its main  
palliative, nostalgia. Beyond this structural conceit, Rossellini took from Joyce the 
haunted atmosphere that blurs the lines between the past and the present and keeps 
characters at the impasse between memory’s aura and the bitter shortcomings of  lived 
events. The film was supposed to have been based on Colette’s Duo (1934), which also 
narrates the disintegration of  a marriage due to a crisis of  intimacy, albeit different in 
nature. Yet, when Rossellini failed to secure the rights to Colette’s story, he was forced 
to abandon the project and accept his favourite situation of  all: the lack of  script and 
story. He and his collaborator, Vitaliano Brancati (the Sicilian author to whom many of  
the film’s literary qualities are due), actually composed an ersatz poem that was to have 
provided the initial impulse for the tensions that would drive Katherine and Alex apart 
before their unusual reconciliation.16 Though the poem never made it into the film, its 
themes of  the living dead and the dead living suffuse the cinematic narrative.

It would be reductive and misguided to describe Rossellini’s use of  these sources as 
‘adaptations’ per se because the poem that figures so centrally in Voyage to Italy is a 
make-believe one and therefore not a literary source in the technical sense of  the  
word. Moreover, Voyage to Italy never sets in motion the sustained dialogue between a 
classic text and its cinematic representation in the manner of, say, Pasolini’s version of  
Giovanni Boccaccio’s Decameron, a relationship that Dudley Andrew describes as 
‘intersecting’.17 In this sophisticated form of  adaptation, the film provides insight into 
the complexities of  adaptation while also foregrounding the status of  the cinematic and 
literary work as two distinct aesthetic forms. Nor does Rossellini’s use of  literary sources 
in Voyage to Italy contain a sustained ‘reading’ or interpretation of  an original text such 
as one might find in more conventional adapters, most notably the Visconti who 
indefatigably produced films based on works by authors including Camillo Boito, James 
Cain, Albert Camus, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa, Thomas 
Mann, and of  course Verga. For Rossellini, the literary text functioned, more often than 
not, as pretext: a bearer of  some hint, suggestion, or theme to be prodded and teased 
out in the name of  a goal or ideal of  which he himself, as an emphatically intuitive 
filmmaker, was often not wholly aware.18 With Rossellini, the source text, just like any 
other figure, incident, or object, is deprived of  its a priori conceptual and figurative 
ballast as it is incorporated into the film.19 To invoke André Bazin’s famous meta-
phor, for Rossellini literary texts are not, like the bricks of  a house, sacrificed in the 
name of  a larger unity or structure; they remain instead like the rocks that one uses to 
ford a river—the means to an end, yet also as distinct and unassimilated as the indi-
vidual blocks of  stone themselves.20

Just as it would be a mistake to label Rossellini’s use of  Lewington an adaptation in 
the conventional sense, so too would it be misguided to consider his ‘cinema of  poetry’ 
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 Rossellini’s Cinema of Poetry 5

to be the work of  a director who coveted so-called poetic effects and the aesthetic pres-
tige they can confer. Rossellini, in fact, refused to accept the epithet poet; nowhere, in the 
films of  the Bergman years or for that matter any other of  his works, does one find in-
stances of  what might be termed ‘art for art’s sake’.21 More likely, Rossellini dedicated 
himself  to film because he believed that it was uniquely capable of  discovering those 
new forms of  knowledge that compelled him along an encyclopaedic project spanning 
four decades, fifty plus films, and a variety of  genres. His restless enquiry leads one to 
conclude that the ‘poetic’ in his work invokes the etymological sense of  the term as a 
poesis (making)—a stance reminiscent of  Pasolini’s view that the natural fusion of   
cinema and poetry leads to the attainment of  nonlinguistic, irrational forms of  knowl-
edge beholden to film’s capacity to access directly the images of  the unconscious and 
their montage-like modes of  articulation.

Early in the film, Alex learns that Katherine, prior to her marriage, had a young 
admirer, an expatriated poet named Charles Lewington, who had lived in Italy and 
authored the following verses that Katherine cites for Alex: ‘Temple of  the spirit, no 
longer bodies but pure ascetic images, compared to which thought seems flesh, heavy, 
dim’. I have explored elsewhere how Rossellini’s citation of  Lewington’s verses forms 
part of  his critique of  the Romantic myth of  Italy created by foreigners during the age 
of  the Grand Tour and perpetrated for centuries afterwards (Luzzi 186–88). Katherine 
Joyce embodies a stereotypical, latter-day Grand Tourist enchanted by the passions of  
Italian life and splendour; Alex is the tritely rational workaholic northern visitor who 
disdains Italian laziness and somnolence (‘I must say, one sleeps well in this country’, he 
remarks); and Lewington represents the typically ‘Romantic’ poetaster both in his physical 
makeup (‘thin, tall, fair, so pale and spiritual’, Katherine describes him) and his verse, a 
highly allegorical and mystifying set of  images that might have been written by any of  
the awestruck literary émigrés who made Italy into Percy Bysshe Shelley’s ‘paradise of  
exiles’. Following James Buzard’s typology, we see that Katherine yearns for the indi-
vidual, spiritual Italian itinerary of  the ‘traveller’, whereas Alex is content with the com-
moditized clichés of  the ‘tourist’ (18). She is keen to ‘travel south’ and immerse herself  
in the anticipated splendours of  Mediterranean art, but her northern mate desires only 
to return to his ordered English habitat.22

The verbal aura of  Lewington’s poetry is ironically heightened by the solemn manner 
in which Katherine intones his lines, half  asleep in the sun while the Bay of  Naples 
stretches out beyond her (Figure 1). After her recitation, Katherine visits the imagined 
‘temple of  the spirit’ that Lewington’s verses celebrate, the Archaeological Museum of  
Naples. A series of  images charting Katherine’s reactions to the statuary of  ancient 
Italy submits the themes invoked in Lewington’s poetry and its accompanying pseudo-
Romantic tenets to the manipulation of  Rossellini’s visual strategies. Each time she 
peers at one of  the relics, Katherine feels frightened and overwhelmed, a response 
Rossellini exploits through unusual camera angles. In one image, Katherine and the 
guide are dwarfed by a high-angle shot of  the statue of  the Farnese Hercules (Figure 2); 
in another, a claustrophobic close-up and reaction shot of  Katherine suggests her 
discomfort before the menacing, decidedly nonascetic and un-Lewingtonian statuary 
(Figure 3).23 In Figure 4, the statue seems poised to pounce upon its pale Nordic visitor, 
as the diminutive boy is amplified by Rossellini’s foreshortened angle to encroach  
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6 JOsePh LUzzi

Figure 1 Voyage to Italy, Dir. Roberto Rossellini (Italy/France, 1954), frame grab. All images in this 
article are taken from Voyage to Italy.

Figure 2 

uncomfortably into the personal space of  Katherine and her jocular, nonplussed Italian 
guide. Rossellini’s visual reworking of  Lewington’s poem allows Italian culture to look 
back, as it were, through inanimate eyes and gaze upon those same foreign presences 
that had historically objectified it. For Italy, Rossellini claimed, was anything but the 
funereal landscape that Katherine, Alex, Lewington, and others believed it to be: ‘C’è 
quel falso poeta che lei cita sempre, che parla dell’Italia come di un paese di morte. 
Paese di morte, l’Italia! Non esiste, perché la morte diventa una cosa tanto viva che 
mettono le coroncine ai teschi. Cioè, è differente il senso delle cose. Per loro la morte ha 
valore archeologico, per noi ha valore vitale. Ed è un altro tipo di civiltà’ (‘[Katherine] 
is always quoting a so-called poet who describes Italy as a country of  death— 
imagine, Italy a country of  death! Death doesn’t exist here, because—it’s so much a living 
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 Rossellini’s Cinema of Poetry 7

thing that they put garlands on the heads of  dead men. There is a different meaning to 
things here. To them death has an archaeological meaning, to us it is a living reality. It’s 
a different kind of  civilization’) (Mio metodo 335; ‘Interview with Rossellini’ 66).

In Figures 4–6, Rossellini provides a group of  portraits whose monumentality, inten-
sified by the fixed position of  the statues, imbues an epic quality to these intrusively 
animate forms; they may be stationary, but, in Katherine’s view, they seem capable of  
movement. In Figure 7, the chiaroscuro effect that surrounds the vicious dogs highlights 
the frame’s violent energy and establishes an emotional correlative to Katherine’s trou-
bled perceptions. The audience perceives the statuary through the filter of  her conscious-
ness; so, in line with Pasolini’s notion of  the free indirect point-of-view shot, Rossellini 
achieves a ‘cinema of  poetry’ by employing the signs of  reality—that is, the objects, 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 
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feelings, and sensations of  Katherine’s perceptions—to project a human consciousness 
without the mediating skein of  language or other forms of  description. The leitmotiv 
of  Katherine’s discomfort (Figure 3) rhymes with subsequent reactions of  hers in other 
cultural excursions (Figure 8) and recalls the contrasting shot of  her serene declamation 
of  Lewington’s verses (Figure 1). The objective correlative to Katherine’s initial peaceful 
recitation, the Bay of  Naples captured by Rossellini in yawning repose (Figure 9), fit-
tingly cedes to the slumbering yet explosive Vesuvius, the volcano whose lava laid 
waste to ancient Pompeii.

The disjunction between what Lewington writes and what Katherine sees recalls 
a perennial impediment to comparing poetic and cinematic modes: the perceived 
intrusion of  the raw material of  literary discourse, language, into film’s visual imagery. 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 
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 Rossellini’s Cinema of Poetry 9

Historically, the question of  whether literary or poetic language belonged in film was 
intensified by the belief  that cinema, in its silent period, was arguably more open to 
nonnarrative and image-based experimental forms than during its subsequent narra-
tive apotheosis in the age of  sound. Silent cinema often quoted actual lines of  poems as 
the text or intertitles for the accompanying visual exposition, although some silent film-
makers also consciously avoided citing lines that were so well known as to need no ex-
plicit mention. With the advent of  sound, in which eloquent and evocative language 
could be spoken or declaimed on screen, some film purists perceived a threat to the 
integrity of  the film image and its capacity for nonlinguistic expression.24 Later, in 
Pasolini, the direct access of  cinematic imagery to the unconscious, devoid of  linguistic 
mediation, formed the basis for his view of  the medium as the most naturally ‘poetic’ 
of  the arts. In the Archaeological Museum sequence, Rossellini makes the sound of  
Lewington’s verse—and the memories it incarnates—into an unconscious haunting of  
what Katherine sees as she reaches out to the cultural riches of  Italy. To access this 

Figure 7 

Figure 8 
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haunted realm, the film channels Lewington through James Joyce, whose tale ‘The 
Dead’ provides Voyage to Italy with its most important technical element: the dialectic 
between sound and image in a haunted female consciousness, which Rossellini trans-
lates into a mode of  cinematic exposition that Pasolini later described in terms of  the 
free indirect point-of-view shot.

Joyce’s ‘The Dead’ is preeminently a story of  aural ghostliness. The annual dancing 
party hosted by the Misses Morkans is devoted to feasting and songs that evoke a 
bygone way of  Irish life, distilled by the wistful chords of  folk songs like ‘The Lass of  
Aughrim’, and given thematic coherence by the protagonist Gabriel Conroy’s dinner 
toast to the ‘generation that is now on the wane’ (192; italics in original). Gabriel, a creature 
of  high rhetoric given over to musings on the likes of  Robert Browning and William 
Shakespeare, ultimately admits the failure of  his ‘orating to vulgarians’, which is over-
powered by the musical strains of  ‘The Lass of  Aughrim’ that flood his wife, Gretta, 
with memories of  Michael Furey, the young man who died not long after courting her 
with this song. Gabriel realizes that Furey’s words have lain dormant in his wife’s heart 
all these years; their resurfacing as the echo of  a passionate love stands as the antiph-
onal counterpoint to what he describes as his own ‘fatuous’ speech (‘He had a very good 
voice, Michael Furey’, Gretta remarks) (220–21). A phrase from Gabriel’s review of  
Browning suggests the story’s larger theme of  how his wife’s melancholy is fuelled by 
the aura of  Furey’s undying voice: ‘One feels that one is listening to a thought-tormented music’ 
(192; italics in original). The initial conversation between Alex and Katherine Joyce 
about Lewington lacks the tenderness and understanding of  the Conroys’ tête-à-tête 
about Furey in their hotel room at story’s end. Yet it too stages the resurgence of  a voice 
from the past that has apparently never left the female lead’s most intimate memories. 
After reciting Lewington’s verses, Katherine denies ever having loved him, telling Alex 
only that they ‘got on terribly well together’ (a direct allusion to Joyce’s ‘The Dead’), 
and that, on the eve of  her marriage, he showed up shivering beneath her window, just 
like Furey.25 Though Katherine repeats Lewington’s lines, in reality, it is the verses 
that speak through her, since her encounters with Italian art are both stimulated and 

Figure 9 
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 Rossellini’s Cinema of Poetry 11

structured by the images of  this imaginary poem. Even if  the Italy Lewington wrote of  
does not exist (Charles, Katherine later tells Alex, had a way of  seeing things all his 
own), it is the dream of  Lewington’s highly sublimated Italy—the corollary for the pure, 
noble love he evidently felt for Katherine—that leads her along, his verses the mantra 
that might save both her marriage and her soul.26

In a study of  John Huston’s adaptation of  Joyce’s story, the film The Dead (1987), 
Luke Gibbons notes that contrary to received wisdom, ‘film may often be at its most 
visual when images carry the intonations of  the voice, allowing us to read between the 
lines of  the script’, and that in cinematic adaptations ‘the visual architecture of  a film 
may ventriloquize apparently absent voices’, especially when it renders the textures of  
inner speech (128).27 Rossellini’s representation of  aural haunting differs from Huston’s 
because of  the Italian director’s greater reliance on the inner, silent citation of  Lewing-
ton’s verses by Katherine, a women given neither to song nor to the more erotic, extro-
verted charge of  affection that apparently defined Gretta’s relations with Michael Furey. 
The tension between the sound of  language and the visual elements of  the image is 
heightened in Voyage to Italy by the superimposition of  Lewington’s words onto Katherine’s 
ocular perceptions to create the chiastic impression that whereas Katherine sees in the 
light of  her admirer-poet’s words, she also grafts his verbal discourse onto the ensuing 
visual imagery and thus hears him at full volume while she gazes at the Archaeological 
Museum’s imposing statuary.

In addition to the dialectic between the linguistic and the visual, a second issue in the 
film-poetry relationship that Rossellini’s film accounts for is the potential obstacle posed 
by ocular vision to the nonmimetic insights of  the film medium. At the risk of  a tenden-
tious allegory, one could argue that the notorious eye-slashing scene at the opening of  
the best-known Surrealist film, Luis Buñuel’s Un chien andalou (An Andalusian Dog [1929]), 
represents a monitory gesture towards the staying of  natural sight in favour of  the 
imaginary, oneiric referentiality of  the film image—a cornerstone both of  Pasolini’s 
notion of  cinematic poetry and Miller’s view of  montage at the ‘Poetry and the Film’ 
symposium (Pasolini, ‘Cinema di poesia’ 169; Poetry and Film 8). Rossellini offers his own 
version of  the relationship between visual perception and unconscious vision by grant-
ing Katherine increased insight into Italian culture in step with her internalization of  
Lewington’s verses and subsequent reconfiguration of  their meanings. During her first 
cultural excursion to the Archaeological Museum, Lewington’s words are especially 
prominent and, correspondingly, her cultural exchanges the least illuminating. As the 
narrative progresses, however, Katherine gradually approaches the level of  epiphany, 
most notably in her decisive final visit to Pompeii, when she witnesses the unearthing of  
two ancient lovers in the lava. The less Katherine actually sees, the more she is able to 
glean from her encounters with Italian art. Lewington’s verses promise Katherine 
‘temples of  the spirit’ and ‘pure ascetic images’, neither of  which are available to the 
human eye. Though Katherine initially misunderstands the impetus towards sublima-
tion motivating these verses, she ultimately begins to attain the kind of  vision evoked by 
the name of  the individual who brought her to Naples in the first place: Uncle Homer, 
namesake of  the iconically blind epic seer who, along with James Joyce, serves as an 
ironic cultural avatar for the British couple’s decidedly nonepic journey south to settle 
a will.
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12 JOsePh LUzzi

Many believed that the third and greatest obstacle that stood between filmmakers 
and the creation of  a cinema beholden to the forms of  lyric poetry, broadly defined, 
was linear and logically articulated narrative. Underscoring cinema’s provenance in 
‘elementi irrazionalistici, onirici, elementari e barbarici’ (‘irrational, oneiric, elemen-
tary, and barbaric elements’), Pasolini writes that ‘storicamente . . . la tradizione cine-
matografica che si è formata sembra essere quella di una “lingua della prosa”, o almeno 
di una “lingua della prosa narrativa”’ (‘historically . . . the cinematographic tradition 
which has developed seems to be that of  a “language of  prose”, or at least that of  a 
“language of  prose narrative”’) (‘Cinema di poesia’ 172; ‘Cinema of  Poetry’ 172). The 
slippage of  a cinema of  poetry to one of  narrative prose, according to Pasolini, was 
‘una violentazione . . . inevitabile’ (‘an unavoidable . . . rape’) because—and here the 
capitalist critique of  his essay is most explicit—the powers-that-be immediately realized 
the capacity of  narrative, escapist cinema to attract ‘una quantità di consumatori inim-
maginabile per tutte le altre forme espressive’ (‘a number of  consumers unimaginable 
for all other forms of  expression’) (‘Cinema di poesia’ 172; ‘Cinema of  Poetry’ 172). 
Yet, he continues, the volatile, antinarrative, and noninstrumental poetic language of  
film persists, even in the cinema of  narrative prose. This visual poetry, however, is forced 
below the realist surface and granted, as it were, a minor supporting role as an ‘ele-
mento inconscio di urto e di persuasione’ (‘subconscious [instrument] of  shock and 
persuasion’), subordinate to what Pasolini calls the ‘inutili e pseudo-critici paragoni’ 
(‘useless and pseudo-critical comparisons’) between film and its narrative cousins, the 
theatre and the novel (‘Cinema di poesia’ 172; ‘Cinema of  Poetry’ 172). In telling and 
prophetic fashion, Pasolini emphasizes the adoption by art-house films of  this language 
of  prose narrative, deprived of  ‘punte espressive, impressionistiche, espressionistiche’ 
(‘expressive, impressionistic, and expressionistic highlights’) (‘Cinema di poesia’ 173; 
‘Cinema of  Poetry’ 172). Before and after Pasolini, and especially in present-day Hol-
lywood, one finds many examples of  the art-house film—for example, costume dramas 
based on nineteenth-century literature in the Merchant-Ivory mould—that remain 
principally ‘literary’ in their articulation, since they rely on complicated plot structure, 
detailed representation of  milieu, development of  character, and especially the pre-
packaged authority of  a prestigious source text.28

The type of  threat to avant-garde and engaged cinema described by Pasolini shares 
the polemical, political edge of  the neorealism of  De Sica and Zavattini, who argued 
that the conventional storylines of  mainstream film represented a weakening of  ideo-
logical will. In their view, the truly ‘anthropomorphic’ cinema (Visconti 83)—one con-
sistent with communist principles—had no need of  an individualistic, authorial (and 
implicitly bourgeois) guiding narrative hand (Zavattini, ‘Some Ideas’ 217). They could 
make a film, they pledged, of  a woman buying a cheap pair of  shoes. The Rossellini of  
the late 1940s and 1950s was less invested in traditional narrative: in the late 1940s, 
because it would detract from an unmediated, documentary-like, and ‘choral’ effect 
(Mio metodo 88); in the 1950s, because an exterior roll of  events could flatten the psycho-
logical textures beholden to the improvisational performances of  his deliberately unin-
formed actors. The proverbial eclipse of  traditional narrative in Voyage to Italy, for which 
no extant script exists and whose characters were allegedly directed from notes scrib-
bled onto Rossellini’s shirt cuffs, allows the symbolic resonance of  Lewington’s verses to 
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 Rossellini’s Cinema of Poetry 13

surface and resurface unimpeded by the forward momentum of  the plot.29 As has been 
noted, the film lacks a set beginning and end, as the audience initially encounters the 
main characters in medias res on the road to Naples, and the concluding image of  Alex 
and Katherine’s fraught embrace gives way to the seemingly random image of  a nearby 
brass band.30 With the absence of  a beginning and an end, there can be no middle. This 
lack of  narrative core gives the meandering film the feel of  a lyrical exploration of  time 
itself, whose synchronous effects find their perfect analogue in a palimpsestual Naples, 
a city of  memory reminiscent of  the overlapping, indestructible topographies in Sig-
mund Freud’s Roman metaphor of  the memory trace.31

Nothing is erased in human or natural history in Rossellini’s Naples, and through a 
philology that is at once cultural and visual his camera unearths, in the archaeological 
sense of  returning to origins, the traces of  predecessor civilizations and codes of  be-
haviour. Philology is an especially apt term here because of  its link to a word often as-
sociated with Rossellini, humanism, which like philology involves the reestablishment of  
contact with ancient cultures through the discovery of  their sign systems and forms of  
expression. In Voyage to Italy, this rediscovery is primarily visual rather than textual. Yet, 
the goals of  the film are consistent with those of  many Renaissance humanists: to re-
cuperate the past as an antidote to a present crisis, through a historicist programme 
born out of  a distrust for systems of  thought divorced from lived reality, whether they 
be the metaphysics of  the philosophers or the doctrines of  the theologians. The film 
itself  is a palimpsest in that it is over- and underwritten by a wealth of  texts, from the 
canonical Joyce to the imaginary Lewington and the aforementioned invisible poem 
by Brancati (see note 16), all of  which are purposefully left as traces in a film that dis-
avows the script. The unreciprocated overtures that Katherine makes to the statuary 
in the Archaeological Museum signifies the rift between what Rossellini called drappeg-
giate (draped or toga-wearing) and modern cucite (sewn-fabric) civilizations. The word 
text shares a common etymology in the Latin forms for something written and some-
thing woven, so in coming down on the side of  the drappeggiate, Rossellini by implica-
tion favours looser textual forms that can be transformed and refitted at will. Over and 
against the more tightly wound cucito world of  stable textuality, Voyage to Italy refuses to 
monumentalize either the past or its art; the ancient forms in the film are too alive to 
be savoured by the connoisseur, catalogued by the antiquarian, or sublimated by the 
aesthete.

In Katherine’s final visit to Pompeii, the capacity of  ancient culture to look back 
upon those reaching out to it assumes its most dramatic force. Just after Katherine and 
Alex decide to divorce, they are called to the destroyed city, where they witness the  
recovery of  a couple that had lain submerged in the lava for centuries (Figure 10). 
Katherine stares at the plaster moulds of  the figures and realizes that her own marriage 
pales in contrast to their eternal embrace. Like Shakespeare’s Claudius, who storms out 
after Hamlet’s staging of  a regicide, what Katherine responds to here is not the actual 
death of  her marriage but its representation (Figure 11). Laura Mulvey reads the un-
earthing of  the lovers via a plaster injection into the cavities their bodies created in the 
lava of  Vesuvius as an allegory for Rossellini’s eternal realist desire to capture the ‘im-
print’ of  the human figure on the celluloid materiality of  film—which in this episode, 
she argues, ‘sets up a relation between materialism and the supernatural: the trace of  
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14 JOsePh LUzzi

the physical figure meets the mystery of  death, the point where religion and superstition 
become indeterminably entwined with human belief  systems’ (98). Raymond Bellour 
notes that the plaster figures represent a kind of  ‘photograph . . . formed from the real 
itself ’ (110), akin to Bazin’s notion of  the realist image as an index of  the place and time 
of  its registering (‘Ontology’ 13–14). Because the bodies, Bellour notes, are ‘developed’ 
like a photograph, the original long-since-perished lovers form the putative negative 
that generates the representation for the bewildered Katherine and Alex. The plaster 
figures are also ‘negative’ to the modern British couple in that they are presumed to 
have embodied all that the Joyces lack, as their ‘mummified’ passion, to invoke Bazin 
(‘Ontology’ 15), emerges as an ominous sign of  life’s fleeting nature (‘Life is so short’, 
Katherine tells Alex after seeing the couple). The plaster lovers reveal that it is  
Alex and Katherine who are immobile, embalmed, and sterile, incapable of  movement 
or reproduction, whereas the ancient figures, in turn, brim with imaginary passions. 

Figure 10 

Figure 11 
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 Rossellini’s Cinema of Poetry 15

The vision of  the bodies, like Rossellini’s integration of  Lewington’s poem in the  
Archaeological Museum montage, serves as a cinematic parable for the power of  the 
image to confront the perceiving subject with a truth that, however unpleasant, he or she 
must acknowledge. By imbuing the inert couple with a life narrative, Rossellini’s Orphic 
gesture fulfils the meaning of  verses that neither their author, Charles Lewington, nor 
their declaimer, Katherine Joyce, is able to grasp. The unearthed lovers truly are ‘no 
longer bodies but pure ascetic images’, compared to which Katherine’s thought seems 
‘flesh, heavy, dim’.

Alex and Katherine’s sudden rapprochement at film’s end continues to elicit a range 
of  impassioned and contradictory interpretations. On one end of  the spectrum, Truf-
faut claimed that the Joyces’ reconciliation was no less than a ‘consecration’, hencefor-
ward all would be ‘without defect’ for them (qtd. Gallagher 414). On the other end, 
most tend to view the reconciliation as a momentary lapse and prelude to continued 
strife. Even Rossellini’s understanding of  the ending changed over the years, culmi-
nating in his well-known description of  its ‘bitterness’ in 1965.32 The sum of  the re-
sponses asks, as so often in Rossellini, whether an isolated moment has the potential for 
durée—for example, will the partisan youths at the end of  Roma, città aperta (Rome, Open 
City [1945]) march towards a better Italian future after the degradations of  world and 
civil war? Will the religiously enlightened Karin at the conclusion of  Stromboli (1950) 
return, purified of  turmoil, to the village she has despised so intensely? Can Irene’s so-
cial epiphanies in Europa ’51 continue to bear spiritual fruit during her institutionaliza-
tion? Framed in terms of  genre, the ending in Voyage to Italy becomes an issue of  whether 
the lyrical moment can spread out into narrative and develop into a ‘story’ in it own 
regard. The audience will never know whether the momentary burst of  passion trig-
gered during San Gennaro results from the Joyces’ fear of  being alone, the complicated 
sentiments associated with companionship, or even the miraculous potential of  the re-
ligious festival at hand. Yet, since so much of  Voyage to Italy is about perspective (optical, 
cultural, and otherwise), it seems fair to say that Rossellini’s vaunted ‘objectivity’ can 
accommodate, indeed invite, a multiplicity of  viewpoints on the couple’s final em-
brace.33 Independent of  one’s take on the scene, it remains the lone moment in the film 
where emotions similar to the ones that fired Lewington’s lines (and their subsequent 
haunting of  Katherine) overtake the two main characters, who appear in entirely  
new guises and dispositions: an Alex in hot pursuit of  his jostled wife; a Katherine who 
desperately clings to her rescuing husband.

In one of  the many glowing accounts of  a film once referred to as a ciné-poème (cine-
matic poem) by the French New Wave (Bernardi 58), Éric Rohmer writes that Rossellini 
transfigures his material just as the single puff  of  a cigarette releases a massive cloud of  
vapours during Katherine’s initial visit to Vesuvius. Through this metaphor of  ioniza-
tion, Rohmer implies the underlying aesthetic principles and structures of  Rossellini’s 
filmmaking in the Bergman years, especially as they relate to his manipulation of  poetic 
source material in Voyage to Italy. In an interview with the directors of  the New Wave, 
Rossellini insisted that he tried to avoid close-up shots for fear that he would keep them 
in his films and that he worked inversely to the standard model of  establishing a con-
nection between the subject and his or her environment and then gradually moving 
closer to the actor through medium shots and the culminating close-up. Rossellini 
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described instead his method as beginning with the close-up and then moving out 
towards the longer, deeper, and immobile plan-séquence (uninterrupted sequence) that 
was his visual signature. As we see in the transition from, say, the initial close-ups of  the 
rowing fisherman in Stromboli to the panoramic filming of  their annual ritual slaughter 
of  tuna (la mattanza), the movement of  his camera is often inductive rather than deduc-
tive, with a tendency to shift from the discrete part to the global whole in the manner 
of  synecdoche. A form of  visual ionization structures his use of  Lewington’s poem in 
that it, like the literary sources in San Francesco, giullare di Dio, sets a sequence of  events 
and images into visual registers neither anticipated nor suggested by the text itself, just 
as the ionized atom releases its energy and converts into a different state of  matter when 
activated by an external stimulus of  a complementary charge. Rohmer’s scientific 
analogy is apt considering that the main preoccupation of  the last decade or so of  
Rossellini’s life was to bridge the gap between what one might term the opposite charges 
of  knowledge, the humanistic and the scientific, and that his last, unedited film consists 
of  a series of  interviews with scientists from Rice University about the threat of  atomic 
war, a lethal example of  energy improperly harnessed.

Although Rossellini never directly weighed in on either adaptation or the role of  lyric 
poetry in film, his work in the 1950s after his acclaimed neorealist trilogy differs from 
that of  most fellow filmmakers in that he actually incorporated poetic material, albeit 
fictive, into his films.34 His technical innovations in this area, as in so many others, out-
paced the conceptual insights of  his contemporaries and created aesthetic forms that 
the existing lexicon had yet to name. The multiplicities of  viewpoint and the perenni-
ally conflicting definitions about the relationship between film and poetry may suggest, 
pace Pasolini, that the link between the two is impossible to reduce to a coherent theory 
or abstract code. Yet, the dialogue persists, and in Voyage to Italy Rossellini manages to 
achieve a cinema of  poesia by alternately citing and silencing an imaginary poet in a 
makeshift adaptation and by employing a montage of  visual rhymes, symbolic refer-
ences, and pictorial glosses on these ironically adduced verses. No member of  the de-
bates on literary adaptation in the early 1950s mentioned either Rossellini’s name or his 
film Voyage to Italy. But, as Bazin suggests, the gauge of  artistic brilliance is never merely 
a question of  the relationship between genres and, by extension, media; it can be in-
stead a matter of  the way one artist relates to another.35 In Voyage to Italy, Rossellini 
creates an idealized poetic voice (Lewington) whose verses channel centuries of  foreign 
views on Italy and, by implication, the pantheon of  foreign artists who formed them. In 
Rossellini’s ensuing dialogue with this imaginary interlocutor and his ghosts, he pro-
vides a rare aural and visual commentary on a relationship between film and poetry 
that we have only begun to understand.

NOTes
1 See Verdone’s description of  the lack of  scripted dialogue and shots and during the filming of   
Europa ’51 (‘Discussion of  Neorealism’ 33n); and the disavowal of  script and scenario by Rossellini 
himself  (39).
2 See Zavattini, ‘Some Ideas’ 217; and synthesis of  the attendant critical debates in Marcus 5–13.
3 See Truffaut 229 for a repudiation of  the literary strategies of  adaptation in the cinema of  quality 
tradition—whose scriptwriters, according to Truffaut, ‘behave, vis-à-vis the scenario, as if  they thought to 
educate a delinquent by finding him a job’.
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 Rossellini’s Cinema of Poetry 17

4 Of  some 4,000 feature-length films made between 1940 and 1980, nearly half  were adapted from literary 
sources (Andrew 98), most from novels. Bluestone notes that between 1935 and 1945, 17% of  films were 
adapted from novels and that about the time of  his study in 1957, some 30% of  films derived from novels, 
while roughly 80% of  bestsellers were made into films (3). In 1985, one in fifty American novels was optioned 
by Hollywood, and nearly one-fifth of  the films made in 1997 came from novels (Naremore, Adaptation 10).
5 Novels adapted by the neorealists include the texts of  canonical authors (e.g., Alessandro Manzoni, 
Alberto Moravia, Vasco Pratolini, Leonardo Sciascia, and Verga), as well as lesser-known works refashioned in 
such classic films as De Sica’s Ladri di biclette, based on the eponymous novel by Luigi Bartolini (1948), and 
Visconti’s Ossessione (Obsession [1943]), an important precursor to neorealism based on James Cain’s noir 
The Postman Always Rings Twice (1938).
6 Deren, a pioneer of  what Sitney calls the ‘lyrical’ and ‘visionary’ American cinematic avant-garde of  the 
1950s and 1960s (Visionary Cinema 3–46), described poetry as a transcendental category, a ‘vertical’ investi-
gation of  a situation that ‘probes the ramifications of  the moment, and is concerned with its qualities and 
its depth . . . not with what is occurring but with what it feels like or it means’ (Poetry and Film 4; page 
number added to unnumbered original). By contrast, she continued, the ‘horizontal’ axis of  a work of  art 
connotes its more traditionally diachronic and sequential modes of  articulation, especially plot and char-
acter development. Miller eviscerated Deren’s postulate (‘To hell with the “vertical” and “horizontal”’), 
claiming instead that narrative must not be separated into constituent parts like the instrumental (Deren’s 
term for plot) and the value-laden (her sites of  poetic resonance) (16). For Miller’s views on the dreamlike 
qualities of  montage—similar to the later theories of  Eisenstein and Pasolini—see 8; see also Deren’s 
disquisition on the inherently ‘poetic’ nature of  film montage (9).
7 Corrigan notes that the presence of  poetry in the history of  film is at once the most elusive and least 
common of  other adaptive strategies (30). Though there exists no systematic study of  the relationship be-
tween film and poetry, recent criticism has begun to consider the matter from a range of  methodological 
perspectives and national traditions. See Dillon 1–32 for an overview of  the connection between film and 
poetry as a prelude to his discussion of  Derek Jarman’s ‘lyric’ cinema. For an introduction to the role of  
Modernist poetry in the emerging medium of  film, see McCabe 1–17. Welle explores the confluence be-
tween cinematic and poetic modes of  expression in Italian literature of  the 1960s and 1970s. See Wall-
Romana for a discussion of  the presence of  Stéphane Mallarmé—and, more generally, French avant-garde 
poetry—in the early history of  film. See Richardson 91–103 for a rhetorical analysis of  the common 
structures in poetry and film.
8 See, for example, Griffith’s Enoch Arden (1911) based on Alfred Tennyson’s eponymous work as well as 
March’s film versions of  his narrative poems in The Wild Party and The Set-Up (1928). Wall-Romana lists 
the following French poets as having written at least one poem-film scenario, filmic poem, or cinematic text 
between 1917 and 1928: Guillaume Apollinaire, Louis Aragon, Antonin Artaud, Blaise Cendrars, Jean 
Cocteau, Robert Desnos, Henry Michaux, Romain Rolland, Jules Romains, and Philippe Soupault (142). 
In Italy, the most acclaimed early episode in the poetry-film relationship was when the nation’s self-styled 
poeta vate (poet-prophet) Gabriele D’Annunzio avidly accepted the exorbitant fee of  50,000 lire for pro-
viding the intertitles to Giovanni Pastrone’s blockbuster Cabiria (1914).
9 A pioneering work of  this type was Marcel Duchamp’s Anémic cinéma (Anemic Cinema [1926]), the fruit of  
his collaboration with the Surrealist poet Desnos. The film consists of  a series of  images of  concentric 
circles within spirals of  graphic lines, followed by a verbal passage; for every two images, Duchamp inserts 
a title or selection of  poetry. The words come from Desnos’s pun-filled poem ‘Rrose Sélavy’, whose title 
plays on the phrase ‘Eros, c’est la vie’ (‘Eros is life’), and one of  whose lines, ‘Rrose Sélavy connaît bien le 
marchand du sel’ (‘Rrose Sélavy knows the salt seller well’), puns on the name Marcel Duchamp, an anagram 
of  marchand du sel. See the discussion in Sitney, ‘Image and Title’.
10 See, respectively, Pasolini, ‘Cinema di poesia’ 179; Eisenstein 58–62; and for a discussion of  Jarman’s 
views, see Dillon 2–6. In Brakhage, the ‘lyrical film’ entailed situating the filmmaker behind the camera as 
the protagonist of  the film, in order to affirm ‘the actual flatness and the whiteness of  the screen, rejecting 
. . . its traditional use as a window into illusion’ (Sitney, Visionary Cinema 142).
11 For quotation of  Alicata and De Santis’s views and an accompanying analysis, see Asor Rosa 85.
12 See Corrigan for a description of  three traditional ways of  discussing the film-poetry nexus: how poets 
have been influenced by the movies or employed filmic structures and figures; how a poetic sensibility or 
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vision is shared by creators of  both literature and film to create an imaginary or ‘poetic’ quality; and 
how film and poetry construct metaphors, symbols, and other figurative idioms in different or similar 
ways (30).
13 See Bondanella, Rossellini 98–100 for an overview of  the divided critical reactions to the film upon its 
immediate release; and Forgacs, ‘Rossellini and Critics’ 4 for analysis of  the political and cultural contexts 
of  such interpretations.
14 San Francesco, giullare di Dio ostensibly derives from the prose works I fioretti di San Francesco (The Flowers of  
Saint Francis) and La vita di Frate Ginepro (The Life of  Brother Ginepro) written after Francis’s death. The film also 
incorporates arguably the first poem in the Italian vernacular, ‘Laudes creaturarum’ (‘Praises of  the Crea-
tures’ [c. 1224]). In Europa ’51, Rossellini draws on Simone Weil’s description of  her difficult experience as 
a factory worker in Attente de Dieu (Waiting for God [1949]).
15 In the first instalment of  Cocteau’s trilogy on the question of  poetry’s relation to film, Le sang d’un poète 
(The Blood of  a Poet [1930]), a principal concern is the struggle, figurative and actual, between the pure 
unmediated aesthetic vision of  the artist and the recalcitrant energies of  a created work that (quite literally) 
has a mind and body of  its own. In the second work, La belle et la bête (Beauty and the Beast [1946]), the focus 
switches to the capacity of  childlike imagination to exist in an adult world and see beauty where others 
perceive deformity. Cocteau’s third and best-known film of  the trilogy, Orphée (Orpheus [1950]), treats mythic 
concerns in the history of  poetry: the capacity of  the poet’s song to bring the inanimate to life as well as 
his inability to conquer hubris and do as the gods bid him, even at the expense of  his love and his life. For 
description of  Cocteau’s relationship with Rossellini, see Gallagher 231–33, 236.
16 Katherine was to recite the following verses of  Lewington: ‘Vita è la nostra unica parola./Ma l’eco di 
questi luoghi/risponde sommessamente: morte./Gli uomini nascono/già contagiati di vecchiezza/e la 
vita/è priva di fanciullezza./Il silenzio si adagia/su tutte le cose/come la polvere’ (‘Life is our only 
word./But the echo of  these places/responds meekly: [death]./People [are born]/already infected with 
old age/and life/is deprived of  childhood./Silence descends/on everything/like dust’) (qtd. Gallagher 
747, note 10). See Gallagher 398–99 for discussion of  the collaboration between Brancati and 
Rossellini.
17 See Andrew 106. In Decameron, Pasolini achieves this intersecting effect early in the film when his elderly 
storyteller closes the text he is reading—a symbolic substitute for the fourteenth-century Decameron,  
Boccaccio’s Latinate vernacular collection of  novelle (short stories)—and then narrates a ribald tale in-
volving a priest and nun to a captivated audience, many of  whom will appear in the subsequent episodes 
of  Pasolini’s film. The transition from aulic literary text to popular oral tale reveals Pasolini’s ideological 
critique of  the protobourgeois humanism of  Boccaccio’s elitist verbal discourse, which the filmmaker re-
places with words and images ‘legible’ to all social strata.
18 Naremore notes that Rossellini uses Joyce’s tale ‘in much the same way that Joyce used Homer, Dante, 
and Shakespeare. Rossellini and his coscenarist [Brancati] are cunning and strategically silent artists who 
acknowledge their sources through sly allusions, planting clues for the cognoscenti and then going on to 
fashion an ‘autonomous’ work expressive of  the director’s authorship’ (‘Return of  the Dead’ 198).
19 Brunette points out that San Francesco, giullare di Dio references its literary sources in an inchoate and arbi-
trary manner, as Rossellini refashions ‘suggestive poetic anecdotes’ that lead to narrative ‘dead ends’, while 
implicating ‘a stylized world of  symbolic values’ (133).
20 See Bazin, ‘Defense’ 99.
21 The director’s daughter Ingrid Rossellini repeatedly referenced her father’s distaste for the description of  
his work as ‘poetic’ in her paper ‘Mio padre ha cent’anni!’ (‘My Father Is a Hundred Years Old!’) at a 
symposium dedicated to Rossellini: ‘Italian Cinema for the New Millennium: Cinema as Witness’, Yale 
University, 20 April 2007.
22 See Siegel for exploration of  the journey to Italy as a literary pilgrimage by northern Europeans to a 
southern culture of  artistic genius; and Dainotto for a meditation on the place of  Italy and its southern 
neighbours in the construction of  European identity and its accompanying dichotomies (e.g., the stereo-
typically rational, ordered, and productive north versus the creative, chaotic, and ‘backward’ south).
23 See Brunette 162: ‘[Katherine’s] encounter with the statues is turned into a series of  profound, almost 
physical, confrontations with them, and the obviously foregrounded movements of  the camera—all fast 
crane shots that whirl as they move closer, worthy of  the most choreographed moments in Ophüls—bring 
her into a forced proximity with the statues that is clearly threatening’.
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24 See Cavell 151 for discussion of  cinema’s divergence from poetry and other art forms in its representa-
tion of  human silence: ‘Movies, unlike performances in a theater, will contain long stretches without dia-
logue, in which the characters can be present without having to say anything (not: without having anything 
to say)’. Even when film does speak, Cavell writes, the most convincing moments of  dialogue are the witty 
and the hard-nosed, which call as much attention to their surrounding silence as to their utterance (150). 
Kluge et al. argue that the emergence of  sound corresponded to the descent of  film into naturalism, and 
thus an impoverishment of  the progressively less imaginative and more realistic cinematic medium— 
which, they contend, lacks ‘the means to imitate the internal movement of  language’ and is not ‘capable 
of  antithetical discourse on . . . a level of  [linguistic] abstraction’ (85).
25 See Joyce 220: ‘“I suppose you were in love with this Michael Furey, Gretta,” [Gabriel] said. “I was great 
with him at that time,” she said’.
26 I disagree with Bohne’s dismissal of  Lewington’s verses as the ‘bleating, whiny sounds’ of  the bourgeois 
artist (47) because, however idealized, Lewington’s words represent a genuine attempt to communicate 
with Italian culture through an idiom of  sublimation that writers on the order of  François-Rene de  
Chateaubriand, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, and Germaine de Staël had employed before him. I also 
take issue with Bohne’s description of  Alex Joyce as ‘full of  sound, but very little Furey’—at the very 
least, Alex’s impassioned sprint toward Katherine at film’s end (when they are separated during the festival 
of  San Gennaro) suggests that his feelings for his wife are of  an intensity that his trademark indifference 
and haughty demeanour try to hide.
27 Huston, Gibbons argues, achieves this effect through a mise en scène that associates the various charac-
ters’ voices with their visual analogues (e.g., filming the mementos of  the spinster Julia Morkan’s past as she 
recites ‘Arrayed for the Bridal’ and cutting to the presumably sexually betrayed servant Lily as Mr Grace 
recites ‘Broken Vows’) (137).
28 See the critique by the experimental filmmaker Amos Vogel of  what he deemed to be the unnatural intru-
sion of  narrative into cinema (Experimental [Poetic] Film 21; page number added to unnumbered original).
29 Rossellini’s hastily composed ‘script’ of  340 words—scrawled on hotel stationary and written only be-
cause the production manager, Marcello D’Amico, insisted on it—merely listed the sites Katherine and 
Alex would visit during their Neapolitan sojourn (Gallagher 398–99). See the discussion in Mulvey 102.
30 See Rivette: ‘For there are films that begin and end. . .which conduct their story from an initial premise 
until everything has been restored to peace and order, and there have been deaths, a marriage or a revela-
tion . . . . And there are films [like Voyage to Italy] which recede into time like rivers to the sea; and which 
offer us only the most banal of  closing images’ (194; qtd. Mulvey 109).
31 See Freud’s notion of  the memory trace and its urban analogy, Rome: ‘In mental life nothing which has 
once formed can perish’, and ‘everything is somehow preserved’. If  the Eternal City were not a physical but 
a ‘psychical entity’, he continues, ‘the palaces of  the Caesars would rise alongside those of  the Renaissance 
and the fascists’ (17–18).
32 I share Gallagher’s notion that Rossellini’s changing attitude towards the film’s ‘miraculous ending’ re-
sulted from his gradual acquiescence to the increasingly sceptical views of  it over time (414).
33 I am indebted to Giuseppe Mazzotta’s remarks on Rossellini’s use of  perspective in his paper, ‘Arche-
ology and Time in Rossellini’s Voyage to Italy’, at the aforementioned symposium ‘Italian Cinema for the 
New Millennium’.
34 The matter of  Rossellini’s transition out of  neorealism remains a highly debated point. In a seminal early 
instalment, the Marxist Aristarco condemned Rossellini’s swerve from the ‘sincere, authentic, artistic’, and 
politically engaged aesthetics of  films like Paisà (Paisan [1946]) to what he termed the ‘moral deafness’ of  
Europa ’51 (156–57). A few years later in 1955, Bazin defended Rossellini from Aristarco’s claims by arguing 
that the filmmaker remained true to neorealist principles in such films as Voyage to Italy by expanding the 
notion of  the ‘real’ into a welcomed realm of  ‘abstraction’ (‘Defense’ 101). Rossellini himself  refused to 
admit any discontinuity between his war trilogy of  the late 1940s—Roma, città aperta; Paisà; and Germania, 
anno zero (Germany, Year Zero [1948])—and the films of  the early 1950s (see his ‘Interview with Cahiers du 
Cinéma’ 48). The consensus at present (pace Bazin) holds that the films Rossellini made in collaboration with 
Ingrid Bergman exhibit a psychological focus, reliance on professional acting, and breakdown of  coralità 
(chorality) that depart from his more documentary-like approach in the immediate postwar. See Bondanella’s 
Italian Cinema 103–7 and Rossellini 17–23 for an examination of  these fundamental differences.
35 See ‘Defense’ 101.
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ACkNOwLeDgeMeNTs
The images in this essay from Roberto Rossellini’s Voyage to Italy (1954; Sveva/Junior/
Italia Films [Italy] and SCG/Ariane/Francinex [France]) are frame grabs drawn 
from Martin Scorsese, dir., My Voyage to Italy (2004; Miramax DVD). Unless other-
wise indicated, translations are my own.
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